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The job described below is also similar on the 2000/2200 models.
1. Clamp off the pipe leading downwards from the brake/clutch fluid reservoir; mole

grips are ideal for this.

our membership can feel it is represented on the committee.
Please contact me if you are willing to serve on the committee giving details of the areas

in which you feel most able to contribute.
Mike Beetham

3. MONTHLY MEETINGS
The membership list at the end of this newsletter has been arranged roughly by

geographical area. Please consider organising a regular meeting for your area and cohtaCt
other members in your region to check the viability of such a gathering.

lf you then let Peter Hewitt know the proposed time and place of the meeting he will
coordinate these activities and ensure the details are included in future newsletteri.

The meeting in Hendon which takes place on the last Tuesday of each month at 8-00pm.
is providing successful and members attending it enjoy the opportunity to discuss the P6
Rover, and topics, in relaxed surroundings

The meeting is in the Hendon way which is situated on the Hendon way, the A41 just
north of the North Circular Road. This is very conveniently situated for people travelling via
the  M1 .

Mike Beetham

4. PHOTOGRAPHS
We are very grateful to the members who have sent us photographs of their cars. I hope

they will accept this article as sufficient thanks for their contribution to the club album.
Peter Hewitt is maintaining the club album and would be very grateful to receive

photographs for inclusion in it.

. Please write your name and the registration number of your car, together with any other
details you would like to add, on the back of the photographs you send.

Mike Beetham

5. CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER OVERHAUL
The first sign that my 35003 was not well was an excessive brake fluid consumption. After

getting through a 500m1 can in a month, I decided to remedy the fault.
This is an easy repair to do (approximately t hour) and cost me only f2 for the slave

cylinder repair kit - part number 8G8600 for 35005 models.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Disconnect the fluid pipe and blank off the pipe with tape.
Undo the two bolts holding the cylinder to the bell housing and remove the cylinder.
Remove the rubber dust cover and circlip from the cylindei. Expel the piston a-ssembly
by applying a foot pump to the fluid inlet. Mine was so far gone that it fell outl
Withdraw the spring.
Examine the cylinder bore and piston. lf these are only slightly marked, clean lightly
with metal polish. lf they are deeply scored, replace with new components.
Replace the spring with the small end outwards. Smear the new seal with
Gastrol/Girling rubber grease (supplied with the kit) and place on the piston neck with
the small end outwards.

8. Smear the piston with rubber grease and fit the new circlip into the groove.
9. Fill the dust cover with the remaining rubber grease and replace the slave cylinder

over the push rod. Torque the two bolts to 25 |b.ft. (3.5 kgf.m) to the bell housing.
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10. Make sure the dust cover is secure around the cylinder body.
11 . Replace the fluid pipe, bleed the clutch and replace the bleed screw dust cover.
12. Road test and check for leaks.

6. EXHAUSTED ROVER
Unfortunately one of the P6's weak spots is it's exhaust system; in particular the rear

silencer. The rear box usually only lasts between twelve and eighteen months before finally
giving up the ghost.

When faced with this problem with my 35005 | decided to invest in a stainless steel unit.
After trailing around numerous exhaust centres I discovered that none of the major
manufacturers, e.g. Grundy, Midas, Q.H. Standard, Kwick-Fit-Euro, could obtain a stainless
steel rear box as "they don't make them for that model".

I refused to be beaten and tried the small specialist stainless steel manufacturers. I found
success with J.P. Exhausts, Head Office Unit 2, 2 School Street, Industrial Estate, Hazel
Grove, Cheshire, (061-456-7333). They said they would make me up a unit and dispatched
the next day. The quality was superb and comes with a lifetime guarantee. The price was
f55 plus p&p which is very reasonable considering that a mild steel silencer is around t30;
a sound investment!

Peter Hewitt

7. TRACKING DOWN A P6
I have come to the conclusion that these people in tyre establishments who offer the

wheel alignment service just do not want to know when it comes to the Rover P6, mainly
the V8 version.

In my own experience I have often had to go to half a dozen places before I have found
someone who has agreed to have a go at it.

The excuses I am given for not doing the job are many, for example the track rod nuts
cannot be got at unless the inlet manifold is removed, the job needs special tools or even
that it is a main agent job.

This problem seems to be common amongst Rover P6 owners and it is about time
something was said about it. After all the job is not that difficult. All that is needed is to
remove the air cleaner (V8 models) then get a 15i1 6" AF open ended spanner to undo the two
track rod nuts which are fairly accessible and then turn the track rod with a pair of mole grips
one way or the other in accordance with the reading on the inslrument on the front wheels.

My advice to people who have had, or are having, this problem is that if you find
somewhere wil l ing to do the job then stick with them.

lf any readers have experienced the same sort of problems we would be pleased to hear
from you.

PaulSmith

8.  DAMPER FILL
A tip when fi l l ing up the damper on the SU carburetter. Although the workshop manual

sometimes states that engine oil should be used, this is not so. Engine oil is too thick,
SAE 20 oil should be used. Hermetite now market a small bottle of SAE 20 oil especially for
the job (recommended for SU and Stromberg carburetters) which retails for about 97p. The
oil is obtainable from Halfords and other accessory shops.

Peter Hewitt
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